Résumé. 2014 Abstract. 2014 We study the adsorption of a semidilute polymer solution on small colloidal grains with a fractal surface of dimension D (5/3 D 3) focusing on the concentration profile around the grain and on the adsorbance which is the total number of monomers belonging to adsorbed chains. On large grains (flat surfaces) the concentration profile is self-similar. The adsorbance is equal to the surface excess at concentrations close to the overlap concentration Ø * but is larger in a concentrated solution, adsorbed chains making large loops in the solution. On small grains a rather large variety of scaling behavior is found. If the grain size is smaller than the solution correlation length, the self-similar profile extends up to distances of the order of the grain radius ; further away the concentration decays more rapidly towards its bulk value. The adsorbance is determined by the surface geometry in dilute solutions. At higher concentrations, the solution can be considered as a melt of blobs.
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J. Phys. France 49 (1988) Most polymer solutions adsorb in a good solvent onto solid walls. The polymer chains form on the wall a fluffy layer which has been described in great details both experimentally [1] and theoretically [2] .
The fluffy layer has a self-similar structure up to a length gb of the order of the bulk correlation length of the solution which can be as large as a few hundred angstroms (Fig. 1) . This self-similar structure accounts well for many observed features of adsorbed polymer layers : surface excess, surface tension [3] , hydrodynamic thickness, ellipsometric measurements [4] , concentration profile as measured by neutron scattering [5] ...
The existence of such diffuse polymer layers is of major importance in the study of [6] , it also gives a better understanding of the geometry of adsorbed polymer layers. We will characterize the polymer layer by the concentration around the particle 0 and its adsorbance T. [8] . We limit the study to a strong adsorption limit where the adsorption energy per monomer is of order kT. We thus ignore all the subtle tricritical effects related to the so-called special transition [7] .
The paper is organized as follows. Here d2 s is the surface energy which depends on the surface concentration -0 S. The free energy density f (.0 ) is given by [9] m and a are numerical constants of order unity ; When we study the adsorption on a plane, the concentration is a function only of the distance from the surface z and equation (4) leads to the self similar profile of figure 1 The interpolation length d is obtained by minimization of the free energy with respect to the surface concentration Os ; in situations of strong adsorption it is of the order of a monomer length a. At distances larger than 03BEb the concentration relaxes exponentially towards its bulk value.
The surface excess reX is directly calculated from the concentration profile
The adsorbance r however cannot be directly obtained from the concentration profile, the description of a semi-dilute solution by equation (1) Combining equations (7) and (9) [12] .
The surface excess has been calculated in reference [12] The concentration 0 (z ) at a distance z from the surface is given by equation (5) Linearization around the value «/1 = «/1 b shows that at larger distances the concentration relaxes exponentially towards its bulk value with a decay length proportional to 03BEb.
These results find a simple interpretation in terms of the loop size distribution around the particle. The number of loops of size between 1 and 1 + dl may be estimated by assuming that these loops contribute for a finite fraction of the monomers at a distance 1 from the surface following the lines of reference [14] The total number of small loops (with a size smaller than b) is proportional to b 2 , the total a number of large loops (of size larger than b) is of order 1. The solution forms thus a fluffy layer around the particle. The self-similar structure however can only include loops smaller than the grain size b. Eventually one adsorbed chain may form a large loop but the two ends of this loop are constrained within a distance b ; the probability of formation of large loops is very small in a good solvent but the distribution is broad and these large loops build up the concentration profile given by equation (15) . At distances larger than b03BEb most monomers belong to non-adsorbed chains.
The same picture can be used to study adsorption on a small fractal grain of size b and fractal dimension D. Close to the grain surface, at distances . smaller than b, a fluffy self similar structure is formed similar to that formed on an infinite surface. Further away from the particle, (r &#x3E; b ) the precise geometry of the surface is no longer important, only its macroscopic size counts (it fixes the distance to which the ends of the large loops are constrained) and the variation of the concentration with the distance from the center of the grain is given by equation (15 (17) Our results for the adsorbance are summarized in figure 2 We have studied adsorption on small colloidal grains but we expect these results to be valid for adsorption on any kind of surface with a restricted geometry. An example of such surfaces is an infinite surface repulsive for the polymer with a small adsorbing spot of size b. This is thus a first step towards the understanding of polymer adsorption on heterogeneous surfaces ; a needed extension of this problem is then the adsorption on a repulsive surface with two adsorbing spots (or equivalently the adsorption on two spherical grains at a given distance). The extreme limit of the interaction between a semidilute solution and a small but finite concentration of spheres has been studied theoretically by Alexander [17] and experimentally by Cabane and his coworkers. In certain concentration ranges for the spheres and the polymer, a gel is formed where the spheres (small micelles) adsorbing the polymer act as crosslinks between different chains. The micelle radius is always smaller than the correlation length 6b and we predict a number of adsorbed chains per micelle of order 1. Our scaling theory is not thus refined enough to discuss gel formation in these systems.
